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About This Game

Taichi’s in a rough spot in his life. In debt and without any other options, he ended up with a low paying cleaning job at a resort
with a manager who won’t get off his back. He thought that it would be boring and uneventful… But then, two wand wielding
girls appear before him. In the few moments that follow, he learns that evil is a real, tangible force and that magic is also real.

Although he tries his best to avoid getting involved, the two girls drag him into their battle with the forces of evil. A third girl
later appears, tempting him with work that is a bit darker than what he is used to. Will he be able to resist temptation and defeat

the evil that is accumulating in the resort?

Yuki is someone who wholeheartedly believes in her mission as a magical girl. She is energetic and performs her job with a
passion. There is a slight awkwardness about her when she ends up in an embarrassing situation. She possesses a number of
powerful spells and techniques, some of which hardly seem befitting of a girl who supposedly uses the power of love to cast
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magic.

Although she enjoys her work as a magical girl, Hikari seems to treat it as she would any other job. She is kind, and the more
level headed girl between her and Yuki. She believes in eradicating evil, and is someone who very much holds love dearly in her

heart. She seems to be troubled by something at times, but does her best to make sure that she gets the job done.

Although she is a magical girl, Ayame is very different from Yuki and Hikari. She does not draw her power from love, but
rather through the manipulation of what she calls ‘negative karma’. Through this power, she is able to control evil entities she

encounters. She is a domineering personality and seems to relish teasing Taichi, saying whatever she can to get a reaction out of
him. However, Taichi suspects that her actions and words do not reflect who she truly is.
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Title: Sakura Magical Girls
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Winged Cloud
Publisher:
Winged Cloud
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: 1.2 GHz Pentium 4

Graphics: 1280 x 720

English
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cardcaptor sakura vs magical girl lyrical nanoha. sakura magical girls. kyoko sakura magical girl

What has my life become?. this one ended up being just ok for me. the story seemed a little too familiar to many of the other
entries in the sakura series and the music was just random bits from the other games copied and pasted into one track. the
characters as usual in these games do still feel pretty fresh though and don't necesarily feel like they are recycled from the other
games. the dialouge in this one seems to be a lot more comedy focused than the other games which is nice to see. I played
through some of it without the adult patch and to be completely honest, the adult patch actually fills in some scenes that make
no sense without it. basically, without the adult patch it pretty much just says "and then they ♥♥♥♥ed" on the screen and skips
over anything including what dialouge takes place over the adult CG. as far as the *ahem*... quality of the uh.. art, character
designs and each girls' CG looked pretty good in this game.

overall, if you are buying this for the porn and want to support the winged cloud team, do it. but if you are looking for a SUPER
SERIOUS DRAMA FILLED ROMANCE VISUAL NOVEL avoid all sakura games. these VNs are meant to be enjoyed and
give a comedic feel like a rom/com ecchi anime, not taken as seriously as a Triple-A title.. nothing to play, its a Novel and i dont
see any sexual content

-----=====(QUICK INFO)=====-----
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ I had massive fun playing the game, it felt great in every aspect of the game.
★ ★ ★ ★ Good game, it did many things right, you should play it.
★ ★ ★ OK game, not the best but not bad at all, you can skip it if you have better games.
★ ★ Bad game, you shouldn´t play it.
★ Garbage, don´t waste your time.. Taichi is a high school graduate deliquent who just happens to take a sip from a jar and
meet this scantly clad set of magical girls while working on this beachside hotel.

I'm going to stop you there. Winged Cloud have made 15, let me say 15 of these "visual novels". They are all exactly the same.
Same plot,
Same dumb anime ladies
Same playful harem
Nice drawings,
Poor English
Even poorer plot development
Non-sensical character development.

Yet somehow, they keep making them, so people must be buying them.
So the only thing more solid than WInged Cloud's business model is the special something in your pants.. i bought a copy. Then
i bought one for a friend. I have one less friend. With patch this is a solid 15/10. Fap material for days!. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrVPXP05v-s
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The fact you have gone this far with this copy and paste style is a joke. I dont know whats more disgusting
knowing you are just recycling a game or the fact you have stolen thousands from fans through kickstarter.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAouXF76JGY. This one is competent enough. It ends with kinda lame sequel hook (lame
mostly because there is no sequel), otherwise it´s just cute in it´s own little way. The best part for me was the jokes aimed at the
character adamantly defending her "beam of love" when you could describe it as borderline weapon of mass destruction. Patch
exist and works. Enough said.. Porn 11/10 IGN. Sakura Magical Girls is another visual novel in the Sakura series. This one is set
in a modern magical fantasy setting, and is more streamlined than most of the other entries. There's only a few choices that will
lead you through some small branching paths, but they all quickly converge and there's only one ending. Voice acting is lacking
but there's an optional hentai patch. There's also some achievements. This is the type of novel one mainly recommends to fans
of the franchise or the genre, especially when it is discounted.. 20/10 loved it
. It's like sailor moon, but hotter waifu edition. I will call Jesus and tell him I'm sorry for playing this game.. Good For Hentai,
Bad For Family.
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